We present a new type of phase-conjugate mirror that is based on an externally driven Fabry-Perot interferometer with intracavity-pumped photorefractive material, which is probed by the signal beam. It is shown theoretically that such a configuration leads to multivalued solutions and possibly to bistability. This configuration also permits optical control of the resonator output and electrical control of the phase-conjugate reflectivity.
INTRODUCTION
During the past years there has been considerable research on optical phase conjugation based on photorefractive materials, and many novel devices have been demonstrated.' Photorefractive crystals were shown to have exceptionally high nonlinear gain and were proved to be effective for lowenergy cw applications. 2 In this paper we propose to combine these properties with the inherent nonlinear behavior of a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
The use of an externally driven nonlinear cavity with a Kerr-like medium as an optically bistable device has been well documented. 3 The probing of such a device by a weak signal beam, thereby combining degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM) with the cavity operation, was also investigated. 4 However, to our knowledge no attention has been given to the behavior of an intracavity photorefractive material when it is probed by an external (not necessarily weak) signal beam that is not part of the cavity.
A typical arrangement for such a (cavity-coupled) phaseconjugate mirror (CC-PCM) is shown in Fig. 1 . The pump field E is coupled into the cavity by a mirror (Ml) with amplitude reflectivity r. The internal fields are E (left propagating) and E 2 (right propagating). The crystal is probed by a signal beam, E 4 , and the phase-conjugate field is E 3 . In this paper we discuss the specific configuration of Fig. 1 . Other directions of the c axis and the signal beam are also possible (Fig. 2) . Whereas the detailed structure of the results depends on the chosen configuration, the main attributes of a CC-PCM are common to all and will be demonstrated here with the configuration of Fig. 1 only. In this configuration a strong internal field E 2 is diffracted preferentially into E 3 . E may thus be of the same order of magnitude as E 4 , giving rise to a relatively large modulation depth of EE 4 * and to high phase-conjugate mirror (PCM) reflectivity.
if we assume the usual 7r/2 phase shift between the interference pattern and the induced space-charge field, i.e., a real effective coupling constant -y. 5 The notation that we use is similar to that of Ref. 
where
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
[n the discussion that follows we assume that all fields are of the same frequency. In such a case the fields E and E 2 do not suffer any phase shifts due to the nonlinear interaction,
RPC is the PCM intensity reflectivity; and Ic12 is given by
For real y this solution can be manipulated further. We Two other important outputs are the resonator transmittance (To) and reflectance Ro), which are found to be normalize all intensities by the probe intensity, so that 14(0) = 1. It can be shown that Eqs. (2)- (4) lead to the solution
where 1c12 can now be solved to be
Equations (5) and (6) still must be solved numerically in a self-consistent way. I2(1) and I(0) are the known inputs, and they are given in terms of the boundary conditions
Here 0 is the round-trip (geometrical) phase delay, and is the additional phase delay caused by the nonlinear interaction during the round trip through the crystal. Note that for real y, 6 is equal to zero. The second boundary condition is
We can therefore find that A = r 2 2 Rp, + I 2 (l)(1-r 2
2 )-1,
When Eqs. (7)-(10) are used, the PCM reflectivity [Eqs. (5) and (6)] is determined by the control parameters q, 0, r 1 , r 2 j only.
The solution described above shows a highly nonlinear dependence of RPC not only on the input pump-probe ratio q (as expected for the FWM process) but also on the cavity parameters that can be electrically controlled. (0, as an example, can be piezoelectrically changed.) This dependence also leads, as will be demonstrated, to multivalued solutions even for relatively small coupling y.
We see that both Ro and To depend on the PCM reflectivity. It is possible to control the cavity outputs optically by changing q, and multivalued solutions are also possible.
In Fig. 3 we show the results (Rpc, Ro) for r, = 0 and r2 = 1, i.e., for a normal FWM process when one of the pump beams is supplied by the reflection on mirror M2 of the second pump. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we see that for yl = 3 both log(Rpc) and log(Ro) are almost linear in log(q) when I < I4(0) (q < 1) and saturate at near unity when q > 1. As y is increased, the solutions become richer and more complicated. As an example, we show in Fig. 5 the behavior of Ro for yl = 10.
In all the above examples the cavity was tuned to resonance conditions ( = 0). When the cavity is slightly detuned, the bistable loop is even clearer. In Fig. 6 we show Rp. for yl = 3 and 0 = 5°. The corresponding expected hysteresis loop, assuming initial conditions q = 0, is also displayed.
As we mentioned above, it is also possible to control the PCM reflectivity by changing the cavity round-trip phase.
In LOG 10 (q) Fig. 5 . A plot of the cavity reflectivity Ro as a function of the input parameter q for a high-gain (yl = 10) crystal. 
PCM 5 )
. It is impossible to predict from the steady-state analysis how much of the incoming probe field E 4 participates in the usual degenerate FWM process (thus creating a fixed grating with the pump field) and what part of E 4 is channeled into detuned self-oscillations (creating a moving grating). A detailed dynamic investigation is needed. We note, however, that for a high-finesse resonator, detuned oscillations are limited only to a small cavity detuning angle, 5 beyond which they cannot be sustained. The main features of the dependence of RP, on 0 for small values of q (q < 1) can therefore also be found from our previous analysis.
Another means for controlling the phase-conjugate reflectivity and the cavity behavior is detuning of the probe frequency relative to the pump frequency. Because of the frequency offset between the pump and the signals beams, the light interference grating moves in space. Because of the finite response time (r) of the grating in the photorefractive material, a phase lag is induced between the index grating and the interference grating; the coupling constant becomes complex and is given by
where 'y is the coupling constant with zero detuning and 6 is the detuning frequency.
To see the effect of complex y, we follow the procedure of Ref. 5 and find that for our boundary conditions, with I4(0) = 1, the round-trip phase is given by
where In the above calculations we did not include the possible appearance of detuned oscillations inside the cavity when 0 -27rm, which may be important for q < 1 even when the external pump and probe fields are of equal frequencies.
Such oscillations are known to happen in the absence of external pumping (q = 0, i.e., a detuned linear self-pumped When Eq. (19) is combined with Eqs. (2)-(4), (9), (10), and (13)-(18), the explicit solutions for Rp, can be found.
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CONCLUSION
We have suggested and explored the theory of a CC-PCM when the crystal is intracavity pumped. We have shown that this system can have bistability and multivalued solutions as a function of the pump-probe ratio q and detuning 6, even for smaller nonlinear gain y. When q is changed, the cavity output can be optically controlled and the PCM reflectivity can be controlled externally by varying the cavity parameters (0) electrically.
